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Cilium

Cilium is the default network plugin in SUSE CaaSP Platform, its first goal is 

to provide connectivity between the pod in the cluster but it can do more !

At the foundation of Cilium is a new Linux kernel technology called eBPF 

(replaces iptables), which enables the dynamic insertion of powerful security 

visibility and control logic within Linux itself.

Thanks to Cilium and eBPF, we can now apply security at the network 

level to manage pod communication.
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Embrace Cilium Network 
Policies To Secure Your 
Workloads
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Definition

● A Network Policy can be used to define how a pod or a group of pods are 

allowed to communicate. This communication can be within the cluster or 

with external endpoints.

● By default, Kubernetes has a standard NetworkPolicy resource limited in 

term of functionality compared to what CiliumNetworkPolicy resource 

offers.
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NetworkPolicy vs CiliumNetworkPolicy
● Standard NetworkPolicy only offer ingress/egress at layer 3 and 4 (egress 

is still considered as beta since 1.8).

● On the other hand CiliumNetworkPolicy are way more powerful. They 

offer ingress/egress at layer 3, 4 and 7. This means exclusive feature like 

DNS, HTTP, Kafka, Namespaces, ServiceAccounts and more can be used 

in network policies.

● It is discourage to use both type of resources at the same time.

● During the lab, network policy will only refer to CiliumNetworkPolicy
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Concepts

● By default, there is no network policy deployed so a pod is allowed to 

communicate with everything.

● As soon as a pod is selected by a policy on ingress or egress, all 

communication are denied by default and each ingress and egress has to 

be defined. Rules must then be defined on a whitelist model.

● A pod can be selected by multiple policies, in that case the union of the 

rules or the broader rule is allowed.
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Concepts

● The order of the rules does not matter.

● Policies don’t apply to pod using host networking.

e.g: control plane, cilium itself…
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Define Rules In Network 
Policies
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Basics

A policy is always namespaced !

A policy is defined using the following fields:

● endpointSelector: selects the endpoints which the policy rules apply to.

● ingress: list of rules which must apply at ingress of the endpoint.

● egress: list of rules which must apply at egress of the endpoint.

● labels: labels are used to identify the rule.

● description: describe what is the rule intent.
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Basics

Once a policy is defined in a yaml file, it can be applied and managed like 

any other resource using kubectl:

Kubectl apply -f cilium-nsp.yaml

To see which CiliumNetworkPolicy are deployed in a namespace:

kubectl get ciliumnetworkpolicies -n mynamespace

Lucky us, there is a shortname:

kubectl get cnp -n mynamespace 
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Hints

● Inside ingress and egress, a matched endpoint can have several rules 

applied to it.

● Rules must be defined on both sides. To allow traffic between two pods A 

and B which are selected by policies, a whitelist rule has to be defined for A 

and B pods otherwise only one way would be allowed.

● It may not come to mind at first glance but because of the nature of 

network policies, some standard communication will have to be allowed as 

well ! If your application needs it, don’t forget to allow DNS queries and 

communication with the apiserver.
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Testing And Debugging

● A tool like Hubble UI can be very handy to visualize pod communication 

and see when a connection is allowed or forbidden.

● Cilium also provides a way to trace policy using “cilium policy trace” 

● Having external debugging pods with some tooling can help with testing 

and debugging. To do so, deploy debugging pods with the same or custom 

labels and perform some test between these pods with tools (netcat, nmap, 

curl, dig…) to see if the rules work correctly.
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Examples

In the next slides, we will cover the type of rules that we will see during the lab:

● Default policy (ingress/egress → allow/deny → all)

● L3 Label based

● L3 Kubernetes service based

● L3 IP/CIDR

● L3/L4 DNS

● L4

● L7 HTTP

● L7 Kubernetes ServiceAccount
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Default Policy: ingress allow all

apiVersion: "cilium.io/v2"

kind: CiliumNetworkPolicy

metadata:

  name: "ingress-allow-all"

spec:

  endpointSelector:

    matchLabels:

      app: my-app

  ingress:

  - fromEndpoints:

    - {}

1) any pod with these labels

2) allow traffic from anywhere

1

2
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Default Policy: egress allow all

apiVersion: "cilium.io/v2"

kind: CiliumNetworkPolicy

metadata:

  name: "egress-allow-all"

spec:

  endpointSelector:

    matchLabels:

      app: my-app

  egress:

  - toEndpoints:

    - {}

1) any pod with these labels

2) allow traffic to anywhere

1

2
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Default Policy: ingress deny all

apiVersion: "cilium.io/v2"

kind: CiliumNetworkPolicy

metadata:

  name: "ingress-deny-all"

spec:

  endpointSelector:

    matchLabels:

      app: my-app

  ingress:

  - {}

1) any pod with these labels

2) deny traffic from anywhere

1

2
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Default Policy: egress deny all

apiVersion: "cilium.io/v2"

kind: CiliumNetworkPolicy

metadata:

  name: "egress-deny-all"

spec:

  endpointSelector:

    matchLabels:

      app: my-app

  egress:

  - {}

1) any pod with these labels

2) deny traffic to anywhere

1

2
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L3 Label Based

apiVersion: "cilium.io/v2"

kind: CiliumNetworkPolicy

metadata:

  name: "ingress-prometheus-grafana"

  namespace: monitoring

spec:

  endpointSelector:

    matchLabels:

      app: prometheus

  ingress:

  - fromEndpoints:

    - matchLabels:

        "io.kubernetes.pod.namespace": "monitoring"

        "app": "grafana"

1) any pod with these labels

2) allow traffic from grafana pods in 

monitoring namespace on any port 

and any protocol

→ This allows Grafana to use Prometheus 

as a backend in the condition that Grafana 

has an egress rule allowing that !

1

2
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L3 Kubernetes Service Based

apiVersion: "cilium.io/v2"

kind: CiliumNetworkPolicy

metadata:

  name: "egress-prometheus-apiserver"

  namespace: monitoring

spec:

  endpointSelector:

    matchLabels:

      app: prometheus

      component: server

  egress:

  - toServices:

    - k8sService:

        serviceName: kubernetes

        namespace: default

1) any pod with these labels

2) allow traffic to Kubernetes api 

service on any port and any protocol

→ This allows prometheus to query the 

apiserver at this address:

kubernetes.default.svc.cluster.local:443

1

2
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L3 IP/CIDR

apiVersion: "cilium.io/v2"

kind: CiliumNetworkPolicy

metadata:

  name: "nexctloud-cidr-rule"

  namespace: "nextcloud"

spec:

  endpointSelector:

    matchLabels:

      app.kubernetes.io/instance: nextcloud

  ingress:

  - fromCIDR:

    - 192.168.211.0/24

  egress:

  - toCIDR:

    - 192.168.211.0/24

1) any pod with these labels

2) allow traffic from 192.168.211.0/24

2) allow traffic to 192.168.211.0/24

1

2

3
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L4
apiVersion: "cilium.io/v2"

kind: CiliumNetworkPolicy

metadata:

  name: "egress-prometheus-dns"

  namespace: monitoring

spec:

  endpointSelector:

    matchLabels:

      app: prometheus

      component: server

  egress:

  - toEndpoints:

    - matchLabels:

        "k8s:io.kubernetes.pod.namespace": "kube-system"

        "k8s:k8s-app": "kube-dns"

      toPorts:

      - ports:

        - port: "53"

          protocol: ANY

1) any pod with these labels

2) to pod matching these labels

3) allow ANY traffic on port 53 (DNS)

→ This allows prometheus to perform DNS 

queries to fetch endpoints.

1

2

3
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L3/L4 DNS Based
[...]

spec:

  endpointSelector:

    matchLabels:

      {}

  egress:

    - toEndpoints:

      - matchLabels:

          "k8s:io.kubernetes.pod.namespace": kube-system

          "k8s:k8s-app": kube-dns          

      toPorts:

        - ports:

           - port: "53"

             protocol: ANY

          rules:

            dns:

              - matchPattern: "*"

    - toFQDNs:

        - matchName: "susecon.com"

1) any pod

2) to pod matching these labels

3) allow ANY traffic on port 53 

(DNS)

4) to reach “susecon.com” 😉

1

2

3

4
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L7 HTTP
[...]

spec:

  endpointSelector:

    matchLabels:

        "app.kubernetes.io/instance": "nextcloud"

  ingress:

  - fromEndpoints:

    - matchLabels:

        "io.kubernetes.pod.namespace": "monitoring"

        "app": "prometheus"

        "component": "server"

      toPorts:

      - ports:

        - port: "9117"

          protocol: TCP

        rules:

          http:

          - method: "GET"

             path: "/metrics"

1) any pod with these labels

2) from pod matching these labels

3) allow TCP traffic on port 9117

4) only if it is HTTP traffic requesting 

a GET on the path /metrics: 

“http://POD_IP:9117/metrics”

1

2

3

4
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Kubernetes ServiceAccount
[...]

spec:

  endpointSelector:

    matchLabels:

      app: mariadb

  ingress:

  - fromEndpoints:

    - matchLabels:

        "io.kubernetes.pod.namespace": "monitoring"

        io.cilium.k8s.policy.serviceaccount: prometheus-server

      toPorts:

      - ports:

        - port: "9104"

          protocol: TCP

        rules:

          http:

          - method: "GET"

            path: "/metrics"

1) any pods with these labels

2) from pods running with this 

ServiceAccount

3) allow TCP traffic on port 9104

4) only if it is HTTP traffic requesting 

a GET on the path /metrics: 

“http://POD_IP:9104/metrics”

1

2

3

4
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This is of course non-exhaustive and other options are available !

In order to go deeper and do the lab, Cilium official documentation is a great 

resource: https://docs.cilium.io/en/v1.6/policy/
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LAB
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LAB

The lab consists of deploying workloads on SUSE CaaS Platform and define 

fine grained rules to allow the bare minimum between the components.

The workloads represent a real-world like use case with two application 

consuming a database, a front proxy and the tooling for monitoring and 

logging. 

→ See the next slide for an overview of the environment !
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Thanks
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General Disclaimer

This document is not to be construed as a promise by any participating company to develop, deliver, or market a 
product.  It is not a commitment to deliver any material, code, or functionality, and should not be relied upon in making 
purchasing decisions.  SUSE makes no representations or warranties with respect to the contents of this document, 
and specifically disclaims any express or implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for any particular 
purpose.  The development, release, and timing of features or functionality described for SUSE products remains at the 
sole discretion of SUSE.  Further, SUSE reserves the right to revise this document and to make changes to its content, 
at any time, without obligation to notify any person or entity of such revisions or changes. All SUSE marks referenced 
in this presentation are trademarks or registered trademarks of SUSE, LLC, Inc. in the United States and other 
countries.  All third-party trademarks are the property of their respective owners.




